The Pearl Insurance Garage Specialist Program is dedicated to addressing the commercial insurance needs of automotive business owners. With over six decades of experience, we know every business is different, and one size doesn’t fit all.

To us, protection extends beyond a policy. We’re well-versed in the challenges you face every day and, more importantly, how to address them.

**More Than a Policy**

- Tailored coverage solutions from an automotive industry expert
- Claims prevention through extensive risk management tools and services
- Access to a team of professional liability and risk management consultants
- Streamlined renewal process and convenient billing selections
- Strategic relationships with several “A” rated insurance companies

*Get a quote today and tune up your protection with Pearl AutoShield Plus!*

**COVERAGE OPTIONS:**

- Accounts receivable
- Auto fleets including tow trucks
- Buildings
- Business income
- Business personal property
- Commercial general liability
- Completed operations coverage
- Crime/employee dishonesty loss inside/loss outside
- Customer loaner vehicles
- Cyber liability
- Dealer errors and omissions
- Dealer open lot coverage
- Employee benefit liability
- Employee tools
- Employment practices liability insurance
- Equipment breakdown
- False pretense
- Fiduciary
- Fire legal liability
- Garagekeepers insurance
- Garage liability
- Plate glass and neon signs
- Products liability—broad form
- Umbrella liability